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NEW DIVISION OF RELIANCE WORLDWIDE CORPORATION, STREAMLABS™, LAUNCHES
STATE-OF-THE-ART SMART HOME WATER MONITOR
Wireless, Water Monitoring Device Unveiled at 2018 Consumer Electronics Show
LAS VEGAS, NV – January 9, 2018 – Reliance Worldwide Corporation (RWC), a leading
manufacturer of plumbing brands SharkBite®, Cash Acme® and Holdrite®, announced
today the launch of its new Streamlabs™ Smart Home Water Monitor.

Unveiled on the opening day of the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, Nevada, the
Smart Home Water Monitor is a non-invasive wireless device that offers early leak defense
and water monitoring capabilities, in real time, through the custom designed Streamlabs
mobile app, compatible with both iOS and Android devices. Retail price is $199.
Providing early leak detection notification and real-time data about water consumption
habits, the Streamlabs Smart Home Water Monitor:
• Protects against costly water damage
• Encourages a conservation mindset for end users
• Customizes alerts and configures settings using a convenient mobile app
• Enables monitoring of plumbing systems from any location
• Provides peace of mind
The Streamlabs Smart Home Water Monitor utilizes state-of-the-art ultrasonic technology
to deploy soundwaves both downstream and upstream through plumbing pipe, measuring
the difference in “time-of-flight” between two specified points to obtain accurate flow data.
The data is recorded by the monitoring system, where it is easily accessed by the end user.
This technology, coupled with a simple, non-invasive installation method, opens up a
unique opportunity in the market that has not previously existed.
“With the Streamlabs Smart Home Water Monitor, we are introducing the public to the first
‘intelligent water system,’ said Jeff Long, director of marketing and operations, Streamlabs.
“With our longstanding plumbing expertise and smart home technology knowledge, we
look forward to creating a new category within the marketplace that revolutionizes the
way individuals view water supply and consumption.”

In what is being referred to as the “Internet of Water™” – the fusion of the Internet of
Things (IoT) and plumbing manufacturing – Streamlabs is at the forefront of developing
and commercializing smart home technology. The division’s innovative smart home
solutions will help consumers, plumbing professionals and service providers rethink the
way they use water.
For more information on the Streamlabs Smart Home Water Monitor, please contact Jeff
Long at jeff.long@rwc.com, 412.979.7828, visit www.streamlabswater.com and/or
www.facebook.com/streamlabswater.
About Reliance Worldwide Corporation
Reliance Worldwide Corporation® (RWC) is a global manufacturer of water control
systems and plumbing solutions for residential, commercial and industrial applications.
From the innovative SharkBite Push-to-Connect system to the advanced line of Cash Acme
water control valves to the innovative Holdrite pipe support and firestop systems, RWC
develops, manufactures and delivers trusted solutions for the plumbing trade.
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